healthy body

The Organic Pharmacy Rose Diamond Facial –

LIFTING AND
REVIVIFYING

A luxurious facial that restores, hydrates, and revitalizes the skin using the astonishing
power of nature, uniting essence of Rose, extract of Diamonds, natural growth factors,
lifting agents and ceramides to hydrate, regenerate and protect against ageing.

T

he healing properties of the facial’s ingredients are
activated once you lie down comfortably. It begins with the
whiff of a few drops of the Organic Pharmacy Rose Bath Oil,
sensual and relaxing, prepping you for the treatment.
Next is the cleansing with the Carrot Butter Cleanser, a rich balm
that melts in your skin and effortlessly removes grime, dirt, dead
skin, and make-up including eye make-up. Infused with Rosemary,
Carrot and Shea Butter, the balm feels and smells heavenly and the
skin is left feeling alive!
The Herbal Toner up next, awakens the skin by allowing
the nutrient rich formula with Sicilian lemon, marshmallow,
marigold, and eucalyptus, to rehydrate and prepare the skin for
moisturisation.
The perfect exfoliation is achieved with the Deep Flower Petal
mask, that removes dead skin cells and draws out impurities in
minutes, leaving skin looking brighter and feeling remarkably fresh.
It's a seamless exfoliant for sensitive skin that can't tolerate acids
or peels. This is followed by a quick application of the Herbal toner
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once again to soothe the skin. The Purifying Seaweed
Clay Mask with its super-ingredient - seaweed, calms
redness and reboots tired skin—the gentle formula
draws out impurities with clay, and also contains
antioxidants like pine bark and vitamin C to give you that
bright, glowing look. Blackheads, oil, and impurities don’t
stand a chance.
This is again followed by a calming application of
the Herbal Toner, after which the therapist performs
gentle acupressure on the face, reaffirming the fact that
glowing skin is just a few finger tips away? Literally!
A 15-minute blissful facial massage with the Double
Rose Extra Cream, a lightweight cream, feels amazing
and leaves skin feeling renewed and dewy. The finest
rosewater and rose hip oil help soothe any areas of
redness or sensitivity. A quick three-minute repair
therapy with the Anti-oxidant gel and serum, helps
lift and minimise pores, mopping up free radicals* and
reducing wrinkles. This helps reverse the effects of sun
damage and tones skin. Both are enhanced with the
healing powers of Rosehip, Grapeseed, Alphalipoic acid,
DMAE, Carrot and Grapefruit.
The ritual ends with the Hero products - The Rose
Diamond range which includes the Face Cream, Lip
cream and Eye Cream. The Rose Diamond Face Cream
is a rich, luxurious moisturiser that transforms your skin
in an instant. Made from the world’s most extravagant
natural ingredients, including Persian rose, rose hip,
saffron and diamond powder, it instantly firms skin while
imparting a dazzling glow. The Rose Diamond Lip and
Eye Cream is an upper, lower and eye contour treatment
made from state-of-the-art ingredients that work over
time to plump, smooth, brighten, reduce puffiness, and
fade dark circles as well as lifting and filling the skin
around the eye area.
Once again, a few whiffs of the Rose Bath Oil and your
sensual journey is complete!
THE VERDICT:
The facial left me looking more alive than I'd been
in months. My complexion was brighter, clearer, and
smoother. My face looked toned and had a subtle glow
that lasted for days!

